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Volunteer Emergency Volunteer Emergency 
CommunicatorsCommunicators

——What Are Your Issues?What Are Your Issues?

By Curt Bartholomew, N3GQ 
Public Safety & Homeland Security Bureau

Dayton Hamvention 2010

Good morning!  My name is Curt Bartholomew and I serve in the FCC’s Public Safety and Homeland 
Security Bureau as its Senior Emergency and Continuity Manager. 

I would like to thank the Dayton Hamvention organizers and volunteers for setting up this forum.

I would also like to thank Bill Cross here from the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau for kindly 
giving up 20 minutes of his time so that I cold be here today.  The Sunday slot that was offered does not 
allow me to get back to DC in time for our national continuity exercise that kicks off on Monday.  

My role at the FCC involves Public Safety, Homeland Security, and Emergency Management.  While we 
do assist the Enforcement Bureau when asked, those activities are not our primary focus.

I am happy to report that 2 months ago, my county Sheriff, Fire Chief, 911 Center Director, and 
Emergency Manager honored my 62-member volunteer emergency communications team with plaques 
and certificates for managing the ESF-2 function at the EOC, staffing shelters, and coordinating 
communications with the Red Cross during 3 severe snow storms in 2009 and 2010.

Also, it is great to note that Mike Corey, W5MPC, has joined the ARRL Staff as its Emergency 
Preparedness and Response Manager. 
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When All Else Fails, When All Else Fails, 
Read the ManualRead the Manual

by Brian Crane /  Non Sequitur © 2010 Wiley Miller.  Used by permission of Universal Uclick.  All 
rights reserved. 

New FCC / PSHSB Amateur Radio Link:   
http://www.fcc.gov/pshs/services/amateur.html

“ Manual-Shmanual – I’ll figure it out”

I am very pleased to be here and happy to have this chance to discuss with you the serious 
side of Amateur Radio – Emergency Communications – and our role in it, as Amateur Radio 
Operators.  

As this slide suggests, please do read your equipment manuals – we are in short supply of 
Elmers these days.

If you did not have an opportunity to attend my presentation here last year, it was posted on 
our new FCC Bureau web site in April this year.  Here’s the link:  

http://www.fcc.gov/pshs/services/amateur.html.  That 
presentation includes 125 slides that described:

• The organizations and missions of our new bureau, 

• Current & Evolving Telecommunications Networks & Systems and how they relate to 
Amateur Radio emergency communications response.

• Response timelines, 

• EmComm Services, 

• Some EmComm issues, 

• EmComm Preparations, 

• Our volunteer EmComm challenges & the FCC’s role, and 

• A proposal to convene an FCC Emergency Communications workshop and Summit for the 
Amateur Radio Service.
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Briefing ContentsBriefing Contents
1.1. General PSHS Bureau missions & organizations General PSHS Bureau missions & organizations 

a)a) Missions of the Public Communications Outreach & Missions of the Public Communications Outreach & 
Operations DivisionOperations Division

Emergency Management, FCC Ops Center, and HFDF Center Emergency Management, FCC Ops Center, and HFDF Center 
b)b) DIRS (from the Communications Systems Analysis Division)DIRS (from the Communications Systems Analysis Division)
c)c) Licensing and its benefits to Public SafetyLicensing and its benefits to Public Safety
d)d) Frequency Coordination & Interference ResolutionFrequency Coordination & Interference Resolution

2.2. Timelines, EmComm Services, Issues, PreparationsTimelines, EmComm Services, Issues, Preparations
3.3. Our volunteer EmComm challengesOur volunteer EmComm challenges
4.4. Next steps with Federal partnersNext steps with Federal partners

To answer your question as to why you came here, here is what we would like to cover in this hour.

Although I tried to cut it down, there is a lot of information in this presentation

We are going to talk about the following 4 topics in the order as shown on the slide.

First, the obligatory organization chart and where my new Division fits into Emergency Response.

Then we will discuss our missions that are related to disaster and emergency response as they relate to 
communications outages.

Then, to help us visualize the bigger picture, we will take your thru a quick series of Telecommunications 
Technology 101 information regarding the various current and future communications networks and systems 
and where some of their vulnerable points are that become inoperative or are overloaded during 
emergencies and disasters.

Finally, we will talk a little about timelines, served agencies, the various EmComm services, guidance, 
issues, preparation for significant events, and, finally what the federal government’s role should be regarding 
volunteer EmComm.

There’s quite a bit of acronym soup here, so I have a handout with the acronyms in this briefing in case you 
need to check them.

>>JOKE<<  

Juggler & Highway Patrol traffic stop
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Public Safety & 
Homeland 

Security Bureau

Combines all FCC 
public safety 

functions

A New FCC Bureau

The creation of the Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau advanced 
Congress’s mandate in Section 1 of the Communications Act that the Commission 
… promote the “safety of life and property” through the use of communications 
services.

Creation of this new Bureau facilitates an essential Commission role … to ensure a 
robust and reliable public safety communications system and effective 
communications during and after emergencies. 

In creating the new Bureau, the Commission combined the public safety-related 
functions of the Enforcement, Wireless, Wireline, and Media Bureaus, and the 
Offices of Managing Director, Strategic Plans & Policy, and Engineering & 
Technology, into a single Bureau dedicated to the promotion of reliable 
communications for public safety and disaster management. 
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Public Safety & 
Homeland Security 

Bureau

Policy 
Division

Public 
Communications 

Outreach & 
Operations 

Division - PCOOD

Communications 
Systems Analysis 

Division

2010 Bureau Re2010 Bureau Re--OrganizationOrganization

Geo-
Location

&
Analysis

Operations 
& Security

Plans 
&

Programs

The Bureau consists of three divisions: the Policy Division; the Public Communications 
Outreach & Operations Division; and the Communications Systems Analysis Division.

Some folks have been wondering – since when has the FCC been calling its licensees during emergencies and 
disasters?

Local governments do not usually welcome any calls from federal agencies, especially from regulatory agencies; 
but in this case, we really are trying to help them.  

It started 2 years ago after the formation of the Public Communications Outreach & Operations Division or 
PCOOD.

Because the FCC Bureau and Division I work in are just three years old, many of you may be unaware of their 
existence or what they do.

The Public Communications Outreach & Operations Division (PCOOD) manages and leads the FCC’s All Hazards 
emergency preparedness and response activities. 

PCOOD operates both the FCC’s Geo-Location & Analysis  Center and the FCC Operations & Security Center 
24x7. 

PCOOD staff members are subject matter experts in a variety of technical disciplines and deploy to the field to 
provide assistance to FEMA, state, local, and tribal governments and the public safety community with disaster 
response and recovery of communications. 

PCOOD provides leadership and support for interagency working groups and intergovernmental coordination, and 
guides FCC COOP, COG, and Pandemic planning. 

Staff members also work with industry and state representatives on the development of state plans for 
implementation of the Emergency Alert System.
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 Public Safety

 Outreach

 Critical Infrastructure

 Emergency Preparedness

 Emergency Response

 Continuity of Operations &

Government

Key Priorities
Public Safety & 

Homeland 
Security Bureau

The Bureau’s key priorities are as listed on the slide:  

(1)Public Safety; 

(2)Outreach; 

(3)Critical Infrastructure; 

(4)Emergency Preparedness; 

(5)Emergency Response; and 

(6)Continuity of Operations/Continuity of Government.
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Establishing the BaselineEstablishing the Baseline

Project 

Roll Call

PCOOD

First we establish a baseline, using Project Roll Call, which uses a spectrum 
analyzer, FCC proprietary data, and analysis software to provide a report on 
operational radio systems in the area.
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Roll Call CapabilitiesRoll Call Capabilities

30 Mile Radius30 Mile Radius
3 MHz to 3 GHz3 MHz to 3 GHz
Deployable and Fixed PlatformsDeployable and Fixed Platforms
Validates who should be Validates who should be ““on airon air””
Provides data on who is Provides data on who is ““off airoff air””
Deploys at the request of FEMA Deploys at the request of FEMA 
during a broad spectrum of during a broad spectrum of 
incidentsincidents

Pre- and 
Post 

Incident 
Analysis

PCOOD

Here are the general capabilities of our new Roll Call system.
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Project Roll CallProject Roll Call

Public Safety 
Licensees, 

Wireless, and 
Broadcasters

PCOOD

This is a photo of one of the Roll Call teams.
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OutreachOutreach

Cross Bureau InvolvementCross Bureau Involvement
–– TelevisionTelevision
–– CableCable
–– RadioRadio
PSHSB OutreachPSHSB Outreach
–– First RespondersFirst Responders
–– Hospitals/Trauma CenterHospitals/Trauma Center
AM/HF SurveillanceAM/HF Surveillance
–– GeoGeo--Location & AnalysisLocation & Analysis
Pre IncidentPre Incident
Post IncidentPost Incident

Public 
Safety, 

Broadcast, 
and Health 

Care 
Licensees

PCOOD

.
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OutreachOutreach

Hospitals Hospitals (Hurricane Ike)(Hurricane Ike)
–– Multiple patients evacuatedMultiple patients evacuated
–– Hospital supplies deliveredHospital supplies delivered
–– Over 100 messages relayedOver 100 messages relayed

BroadcastersBroadcasters
–– Assisted in finding resources for Assisted in finding resources for 

continuity of broadcastingcontinuity of broadcasting
–– Aided in access and return to affected Aided in access and return to affected 

areasareas
–– Assisted in cross station temporary Assisted in cross station temporary 

authorities to simulcast multiple authorities to simulcast multiple 
stationstation’’s content over single facilitiess content over single facilities

PSAPsPSAPs (E.g., Harris County)(E.g., Harris County)
–– Assisted in industry coordination for Assisted in industry coordination for 

repairrepair
–– Assisted in providing access and Assisted in providing access and 

priority for temporary communications priority for temporary communications 
assetsassets

Public 
Safety, 

Broadcast, 
and Health 

Care 
Licensees

PCOOD

Whether addressing the communications needs of hospitals, ensuring reliability of 
communications in the event of a pandemic, or encouraging partnerships with state, 
local, and tribal governments on issues of public safety, the Commission has shown 
a strong commitment to the promotion of public safety.  

That strong commitment is reflected in the depth and breadth of experience and 
expertise within the new bureau.  
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●● Provides 24Provides 24--hour situational awareness, information gathering, hour situational awareness, information gathering, 
and interpretation from internal and external agencies, media anand interpretation from internal and external agencies, media and d 
licensee reporting.  licensee reporting.  

●● Provides expert analysis, assessments and trending for all crisiProvides expert analysis, assessments and trending for all crisis s 
scenarios that may have Public Safety, National Security, or scenarios that may have Public Safety, National Security, or 
Emergency Preparedness implications.  Emergency Preparedness implications.  

●● Serves as the focal point and single point of contact for all seServes as the focal point and single point of contact for all secure cure 
systems and communications for the commission.systems and communications for the commission.

●● Serves as point of contact for afterServes as point of contact for after--hours issuance of hours issuance of 
special temporary authorizations (STA) and emergency special temporary authorizations (STA) and emergency 
communication requestscommunication requests

●● Serves as point of contact for 911 Centers and Public Serves as point of contact for 911 Centers and Public 
Safety entities nationwideSafety entities nationwide

The Federal Communications Commission’s

Operations Center (FCCOC):Operations Center (FCCOC):

When there is a local emergency involving lost communications for a significant 

population and period of time, we call the state and local emergency management 

offices (when we can) to determine the extent of the outages, what we can do to 

help them get the outages fixed, what we can do to establish a dialogue between 

the local governments and the licensed communications service providers, and 

anything else we can do to help coordinate some immediate relief and recovery in 

coordination with the National Communications System and Office of Emergency 

Communications at the Department of Homeland Security, the National Technical 

Information Agency, FEMA, and other agencies.  The local requests could include 

the need for more generator sets, generator fuel, site security for repair crews, Cells 

on Light Trucks (COLTs), Cells on Wheels (COWs), Special Temporary 

Authorizations (STAs), etc.

We will also ask if the local government is receiving any communications support 

from the local or adjacent town’s Amateur Radio operators through the RACES, 

ARES, or other volunteer EmComm service programs.  In the short time I have 

been with the FCC, I have already heard some interesting local stories that tell us 

that the local governments usually call Amateur Radio operators almost immediately 

when they are suddenly without any electrical power or means of communication, 

such as during the Kentucky ice storms of 2009.  
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•• Provides Provides operational support to Enforcement Bureauoperational support to Enforcement Bureau

•• Assists with HF Direction Finding (HFDF)Assists with HF Direction Finding (HFDF)

•• Processes public safety frequency Processes public safety frequency interference complaintsinterference complaints

•• Processes communications tower light outage reportsProcesses communications tower light outage reports

•• Serves as point of contact for afterServes as point of contact for after--hours issuance of hours issuance of special special 
temporary authorizations (STA) and emergency temporary authorizations (STA) and emergency 
communication requestscommunication requests

•• Serves as point of contact for 911 Centers and Public Safety Serves as point of contact for 911 Centers and Public Safety 
entities nationwideentities nationwide

Other FCC Operations Center Other FCC Operations Center 
ResponsibilitiesResponsibilities

Okay, that was a mouthful.  Now what does all this mean to you and where does 
Amateur Radio EmComm fit in within our Division?

When there is a local emergency involving lost communications for a significant 

population and period of time, we call the state and local emergency management 

offices (when we can) to determine the extent of the outages, what we can do to 

help them get the outages fixed, what we can do to establish a dialogue between 

the local governments and the licensed communications service providers, and 

anything else we can do to help coordinate some immediate relief and recovery in 

coordination with the National Communications System and Office of Emergency 

Communications at the Department of Homeland Security, the National Technical 

Information Agency, FEMA, and other agencies.  The local requests could include 

the need for more generator sets, generator fuel, site security for repair crews, Cells 

on Light Trucks (COLTs), Cells on Wheels (COWs), Special Temporary 

Authorizations (STAs), etc.

We will also ask if the local government is receiving any communications support 

from the local or adjacent town’s Amateur Radio operators through the RACES, 

ARES, or other volunteer EmComm service programs.  In the short time I have 

been with the FCC, I have already heard some interesting local stories that tell us 

that the local governments usually call Amateur Radio operators almost immediately 

when they are suddenly without any electrical power or means of communication, 

such as during the Kentucky ice storms of 2009.  
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Disaster Information Disaster Information 
Reporting SystemReporting System

Public Safety & Homeland Security Public Safety & Homeland Security 
Bureau Bureau –– Communications Systems Communications Systems 
Analysis DivisionAnalysis DivisionCour

tes
y o

f
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DIRS OutlineDIRS Outline

BackgroundBackground
–– Why we developed the Disaster Information Why we developed the Disaster Information 

Reporting System (DIRS)Reporting System (DIRS)
–– Roles of National Communications Systems Roles of National Communications Systems 

(NCS) and the FCC in Disaster Recovery(NCS) and the FCC in Disaster Recovery
–– Process FlowsProcess Flows
–– Information in DIRSInformation in DIRS
Sample Data OutputSample Data Output
–– TablesTables
–– ChartsCharts
–– MapsMaps
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Hurricane Katrina ProcessHurricane Katrina Process
Carriers reported some equipment failures in Carriers reported some equipment failures in 
Network Outage Reporting System (NORS)Network Outage Reporting System (NORS)
–– Information incompleteInformation incomplete
–– Information inconsistent across carriersInformation inconsistent across carriers
Needed information daily on the status of Needed information daily on the status of 
equipmentequipment
Numerous phone calls to find out informationNumerous phone calls to find out information
Some Information transmitted via eSome Information transmitted via e--mails mails 
and manually summarizedand manually summarized
Whole process was laborWhole process was labor--intensive intensive 
Carriers contacted by numerous agencies and Carriers contacted by numerous agencies and 
people in the FCCpeople in the FCC
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Why the Disaster Information Why the Disaster Information 
Reporting  System (DIRS) Reporting  System (DIRS) 

Was DevelopedWas Developed

We Need:We Need:
Information on Network StatusInformation on Network Status
Daily updatesDaily updates
An automated processAn automated process
Consistent dataConsistent data
The The ““rightright”” single pointssingle points--ofof--
contactcontact
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Disaster Recovery & Reporting Disaster Recovery & Reporting 

National Communications System: National Communications System: 
–– Overall CoordinationOverall Coordination: Coordinates the : Coordinates the 

planning for and provision of national planning for and provision of national 
security and emergency preparedness security and emergency preparedness 
communications for the Federal communications for the Federal 
government during disasters and government during disasters and 
emergencies. emergencies. 

Federal Communications Commission Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC):(FCC):
–– Situation Awareness Data CollectionSituation Awareness Data Collection: : 

Collects network status and restoration Collects network status and restoration 
information from companies through the information from companies through the 
Disaster Information Reporting System Disaster Information Reporting System 
(DIRS).(DIRS).
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Disaster Reporting ProcessDisaster Reporting Process

Company Activity

FCC Activity

Companies Access DIRS

Companies Input Data

FCC Generates Tables & 
Input for SitRep

FCC Generates
Charts, Maps

NCS Writes SitReP

NCS sends inputs to 
White House/ JTRB

Disaster Data CollectionDisaster Data Collection

FCC Notifies CompaniesFCC Notifies Companies

NCS Activity

Done DailyDone Daily

DIRS= FCC Disaster Information          
Reporting System

JTRB=Joint Telecommunications 
Resource Board (OSTP)

NCS=DHS National Communications 
System

Activated

During this process, the FCC notifies companies, generates tables, provides 
Situation Report input, and generates charts and maps.
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Sample DIRS Map Sample DIRS Map ––
Switches Down or On BackSwitches Down or On Back--Up PowerUp Power

Here’s an example of a Disaster Information Reporting System (DIRS) map.

This map shows switches that are down or on back-up power.
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Sample Sample 
DIRS Map DIRS Map 

Broadcast Broadcast 
StationsStations

Here’s another example of a Disaster Information Reporting System (DIRS) map –
this one shows all the broadcast stations in a selected area.
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Sample Sample 
DIRS Map DIRS Map 

Percent of Cell Percent of Cell 
Sites DownSites Down

This example shows how many cell sites are down in an area.
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What do todayWhat do today’’s networks and s networks and 
systems all have in common?systems all have in common?

1.1. Susceptible to overloadingSusceptible to overloading

3.  3.  Need for Need for continuouscontinuous ElectricalElectrical
PowerPower

2.  2.  Wire or cable that can breakWire or cable that can break

Current & Evolving Current & Evolving 
Networks &Networks & SystemsSystems

So what do today’s networks and systems all have in 
common?

1. They are all susceptible to overload

2. Wire or cable that can break

3. Need for continuous Electrical Power
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Speaking of decisions, we have a few of our own to make when we respond to help 
our local governments.

Is your Go-Kit ready?

Do you have a portable HF NVIS antenna?

Will you be using packet radio to support the Red Cross?

Are you proficient in message and traffic handling?

Are your spare batteries charged?

Do your repeaters have backup power?

What modes will you be using?

And the list goes on…
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Emergency RespondersEmergency Responders
~10 Million People~10 Million People

19,000 law enforcement offices and agencies 19,000 law enforcement offices and agencies 
33,000+ fire and rescue organizations 33,000+ fire and rescue organizations 
7,500+ 7,500+ PSAPsPSAPs handing Ehanding E--911 and similar services 911 and similar services 
8,000+ public8,000+ public––health departments health departments 
5,600 hospital emergency departments 5,600 hospital emergency departments 
5,000+ critical5,000+ critical--care facilities care facilities 
1,000+ emergency mgmt dept.1,000+ emergency mgmt dept.’’s Privates Private––Sector NGOs Sector NGOs 
Public works and transportation officials Public works and transportation officials 
Federal agency response coordination officials, for example Federal agency response coordination officials, for example 
DHS, the Department of Health and Human Services, and DHS, the Department of Health and Human Services, and 
the Centers for Disease Control the Centers for Disease Control 
State and municipal leadership and other key decision State and municipal leadership and other key decision 
makersmakers

 ARES/RACES/ACS SupportARES/RACES/ACS Support  ARES & Others SupportARES & Others Support

•As you can see here, we have a lot of potential customers.

•RACES volunteers are normally associated with Emergency Management 
departments, EOCs, and other government-to-government communications.

•Emergency medical facilities are usually supported by ARES, ACS, and specialty 
groups such as hospital EmComm groups.  Their function there is to back up the 
communications that are critical to patient care.  A good example is HDSCS in 
Orange County, California.  HDSCS stands for Hospital Disaster Support 
Communications System.  

•When responding as hams, you could say that we are emergency responders who 
support other emergency responders.
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The The ““Served AgenciesServed Agencies””

Red Cross

County Police

Coroner

HospitalsClinics

Parks Dept.

Utilities Dept.

Transportation 
Dept.

Health Dept.

Cities
Sheriff’s Dept.

State 
EMA

DHS-FEMA, DHS-NCS, etc.

Schools

Fire / Emergency
Medical Services

County EOCCounty EOC

These are most of our customers at the local level.
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We know that all wireless infrastructures are vulnerable to power outages 
caused by weather events, overloading, criminal activity, and accidents.  

But how many of these communications infrastructures have redundant 
capabilities and backup power that lasts longer than 24 hours?  

In my experience, very few.  

In some cases, cell networks from several counties are routed through just 
one Mobile Telephone Switching Office (MTSO), and many cell networks 
depend on the local Central Offices (which can handle 10,000 or more 
phone lines) to route their calls.

About 10,000 of the 670,000 licensed Amateur Radio Operators are
prepared and ready to immediately support EmComm and traffic exchange 
operations.

Many others can also help with a minimum amount of preparation.

As shown on this slide, the first few hours of any emergency are usually the 
most critical in terms of Amateur Radio Service support.
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TASK FORCES  DEPLOYED

DHS-FEMA

Volunteer Radio Communicators:Volunteer Radio Communicators:
RACES, ARES, Red Cross,  SATERN, SkyWarn, MARS, SHARES,+ other Vol. Svcs.

STATE & Local

Initial Support
Follow-on Support

24 480 72

The 1st 72 HoursThe 1st 72 Hours

Emergency Support Emergency Support 
TimelinesTimelines

…….…..|………... …….…..|…….….. ….……..|……...
Hours

| || |

Most CriticalMost Critical

PeriodPeriod

Critical Support
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Health  & Welfare MessagingHealth  & Welfare Messaging
As you know, one of our key functions As you know, one of our key functions 
throughout our response to an event is throughout our response to an event is 
our provision of our provision of ‘‘Health and WelfareHealth and Welfare’’
messaging.messaging.

"In all disasters, our ability to "In all disasters, our ability to 
communicate with our social network communicate with our social network 
underlies everything else we may do to underlies everything else we may do to 
survive.survive. My experience providing mentalMy experience providing mental--
health services at disaster sites and health services at disaster sites and 
hospital emergency centers convinced me hospital emergency centers convinced me 
that I needed to get a ham radio license."that I needed to get a ham radio license."
Wayne Rosenfeld, Wayne Rosenfeld, NorwhichNorwhich, CT, CT
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According to FEMA, most of Kentucky’s counties needed public assistance.  

My division called every affected county’s emergency management office to ask 
their status and what we could do to help them.
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Kentucky Ice Storm, Feb. 2009Kentucky Ice Storm, Feb. 2009

Ice knocked out Ice knocked out 
communicationscommunications

Photo Posted by wrxmike at forums.nasioc.com 2/1/09
Photo Posted By MsUnderestimated at 

PatDollard.com 2/7/09 

Ice knocked out communications

According to Jack Brammer of the Kentucky Herald-Leader on 3/10/09, “The Kentucky ice storm was the most catastrophic 
natural disaster to hit Kentucky since the New Madrid earthquake of 1811...”

"In much of the state we lost the means to communicate," Adjutant General Edward W. Tonini said on 9 March to members 
of a House legislative committee in a presentation about the state's response to the January storm, which knocked out power 
to more than 770,000 customers and is blamed for at least 36 deaths.

General Tonini said the hardest-hit areas of Western Kentucky lost all means of communications. 

He said, "In many cases, the total extent of our emergency eyes and ears were a couple of satellite radios and a few ham 
radio operators operating on batteries."

The poor communication also delayed the notification of some National Guard members, whom Gov. Steve Beshear
activated, General Tonini said.

If anyone thinks trained Amateur Radio Operators are no longer needed for communications emergencies, outages, or 
disasters, he just needs to listen to what county emergency managers tell our FCC operations staff when we call them during 
their communications outages.  

As most of you already know, during the first few hours of most communications emergencies throughout the U.S., Amateur 
Radio Operators are usually the first communicators to respond to the aid of local governments and Volunteer Organizations 
Active in Disasters (VOADs), like the American Red Cross. 

You show up with your own radios, generators, batteries, antennas, tables, chairs, necessities, and food supplies at a time 
when many of your neighbors are bugging out.

During the Kentucky ice storms of February this year, one county Emergency Manager who I called told me that he was 
initially unable to talk to his State EOC to inform the State of his county’s situation and needs.  The sheriff finally sent a 
deputy with a 4-wheel drive vehicle and a chain saw to cut through the road debris and blocking tree limbs to pickup his 
primary Amateur Radio Operator, who promptly made contact with both the State EOC and an adjacent county via HF using 
an NVIS antenna.

Most counties and cities cannot afford or justify expensive redundant backup communications systems.  This fact makes your 
free service increasingly valuable to your hometown government. The FCC appreciates that many of you are using your FCC 
licenses to serve in communications emergencies and disasters.  It is Amateur Radio’s highest calling.
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Why Ham Radio?Why Ham Radio?

Who Are the Ham Radio Operators Who Who Are the Ham Radio Operators Who 
Volunteer for EmComm?Volunteer for EmComm?
Why a License?Why a License?
WhatWhat’’s the Appeal of EmComm?s the Appeal of EmComm?
EmComm Services involving Hams EmComm Services involving Hams 
include:include:
–– FNARS, SHARES, MARS, CAP, SATERN, SAR, FNARS, SHARES, MARS, CAP, SATERN, SAR, 

ARES, RACES, ACS, ARES, RACES, ACS, SkywarnSkywarn, Red Cross, , Red Cross, 
hospital groups, Citizen Corps, CERT, NCS, hospital groups, Citizen Corps, CERT, NCS, 
APSCO, etc.APSCO, etc.

As I have pointed out thru examples, the Amateur Radio Service, in addition to being a fun hobby, is also a very important local, 
regional, and national emergency communications system and asset.
When cell phones, regular phones, the internet and other networks and systems are down or overloaded, ham radio can still get 
the message through.
Ham radio is a key communications service that has saved lives and property when regular communication systems failed. 
Many lives are saved when skilled ham radio hobbyists serve as emergency communicators to render aid during emergencies, 
tornados, and earthquakes both here and abroad. On September 11th, 2001, many ham radio operators, including several hams 
and a mobile repeater from my county, helped relay key information for the Pentagon and New York City authorities. After 
hurricanes Katrina, Wilma, and Rita struck communications infrastructures, volunteer ham radio communicators provided vital 
communications that often involved life-and-death situations.
Who are the Hams who volunteer for EmComm?
There are 10,000 to 40,000 Amateur Radio operators who come from all walks of life, ages, and income levels.  Increasingly, we 
are seeing that the bulk of volunteers, like me, are bordering on being senior citizens.   We hope they will continue to maintain their 
good health so that they will be able to handle the physical part of EmComm, which includes lugging heavy gel cell batteries, 
generator sets, coolers, and sometimes even boat anchors, to a site where they are needed.
All EmComm operators have in common a basic knowledge of today’s wireless technologies, regulations, and operating principles, 
even if they memorized all the answers to the tests.  I’m glad no one laughed, because if you look at what is contained in the 
license requirements for a Technician license, you will see that this basic knowledge is somewhat demonstrated by passing an 
examination for a Federal Communications Commission (FCC) license to operate on the Amateur Radio frequencies.   But you all 
know that the real learning occurs AFTER the license exam is passed.
Why a License?
The bulk of licensees eventually translate into a pool of self-trained technicians able to provide backup emergency 
communications. We at the FCC acknowledge the ability of Amateur Radio licensees to not only advance radio communication 
and technical skills, but also to enhance international goodwill. 
What's the Appeal of EmComm?
Some EmComm operators are attracted by the ability to help their own community communicate at a time when they are struggling 
to contact the adjacent county or the State EOC.   
Others who build and experiment with electronics are able to translate those skills into providing troubleshooting help at their local 
agencies. Because hams are at the cutting edge of many technologies, many also avail their other skill sets to help their local 
governments and organizations during times of emergencies.
Many skilled EmComm operators also have a Morse Code key next to their modern transceiver.  Many of them can copy the code 
faster than most folks can type, using a tiny amount of bandwidth, and just enough low power to punch thru QRM and QRN.
================================================================================================
APSCO:  Associated Public Safety Communications Officers       FNARS:  FEMA National Radio System
ARES:    Amateur Radio Emergency Service                        RACES:  Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
CAP:      Civil Air Patrol                                      SAR:  Search & Rescue
CERT:    Community Emergency Response Team / DHS-FEMA Citizen Corps
MARS:    Military Affiliate Radio System                        SATERN:  Salvation Army Team Emergency Radio Network
NCS:      National Communications System                        SHARES:  Shared Resources / NCS
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TodayToday’’s Challengess Challenges

PerformancePerformance--Oriented Oriented TrainingTraining
EquipmentEquipment
National StandardsNational Standards
–– Digital Digital commscomms,,
–– Traffic handling, Traffic handling, 
–– Net control, Net control, 
–– International Phonetic Alphabet,International Phonetic Alphabet,
–– Individual & team composition,Individual & team composition,
–– Forms, protocols, IDs, Go KitsForms, protocols, IDs, Go Kits
–– Integration of Integration of commscomms servicesservices
–– Etc.Etc.

While it is incumbent upon each volunteer emergency communicator to obtain all the necessary specialized training 
needed to be an effective emergency communicator when called upon, up until now, there has been no single regional 
or national source where certified performance-oriented training can be obtained.  

Today, licensed volunteer communicators are usually not required to show their ability to setup and skillfully operate 
communications equipment to a standard for emergency communications. 

We don’t have a national standard for digital communications – this is needed because agencies such as the American 
Red Cross need us to use a transmission mode that offers some accuracy and at least a modicum of security for their 
patient lists and other data known as Personally Identifiable Information, or PII.  While we are waiting for consensus 
on this issue, packet radio still seems to be the most common digital mode used for this purpose.  Unfortunately, even 
packet radio, which is about 2 decades old, has few practitioners available for EmComm.

What I am saying here is that as an EmComm service, we do not have enough trained members.  Part of this reason is 
due to the fact that we do not have any national standards for EmComm.  No federal agency has stepped forward to 
help fill this void and we cannot expect the ARRL to do everything for us.  

The volunteer EmComm mission demands development of standards for emergency communications skills needed by 
volunteer responders to:

1. Help every town prepare to respond to emergencies and disasters

2. Minimize effects of disasters and emergencies through better communications preparedness

We need standards that:

1. Comply with the National Incident Management System (NIMS)

2. Establish Response Standards

3. Mesh with the Incident Command System

4. Ease Mutual Aid initiatives

5. Provide a basis for credentialing

6. Provide seamless Communications Interoperability
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Regarding standards, here’s a little bit of history not widely known.  

Since 2003, with the retirement of Paul Reid, the FEMA frequency manager, and the 
departure of Ross Merlin from FEMA, there has been no federal RACES program manager 
at FEMA or the FCC.  

In 2004, when I was a FEMA employee, and after 3 years of coordination, I proposed a 
FEMA training program primarily for Amateur Radio Operators that was approved and 
funded initially at $330,000. 

Unfortunately, a cost overrun on an unrelated classified software program in the same 
office, caused the program, dubbed the Emergency Communications Accreditation 
Program, or ECAP, to be cancelled for lack of funding.
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Lack of ARS EmComm Lack of ARS EmComm 
EfficiencyEfficiency

No national standardization of training (except No national standardization of training (except 
ARECC), protocols, skills, or equipmentARECC), protocols, skills, or equipment
No ARS national coordination or national No ARS national coordination or national 
emergency response plan, deployment plan, or emergency response plan, deployment plan, or 
prepre--staging planstaging plan
No national ID (HSPDNo national ID (HSPD--12) or credential12) or credential
No NationalNo National--Level Integration of EmComm Level Integration of EmComm 
Services (E.g., NTS, MARS, ARES, RACES, etc.) Services (E.g., NTS, MARS, ARES, RACES, etc.) 
(see next slide)(see next slide)
No national ARS NIMS Resource Typing approvedNo national ARS NIMS Resource Typing approved
No No HandsHands--OnOn Certified TrainingCertified Training

ARS=Amateur Radio Service

These are areas that could improve our interoperability, efficiency, and usefulness 
to our served agencies.

If you have ever listened to an emergency net, you will quickly come to the 
conclusion that we need more training in message handling, net control, and the 
use of the International Phonetic Alphabet, to name just three items.  

I have brought with me a few copies of a brochure I made up a few years ago that I 
call “Bart’s Basics.” Please take one, if you like, to use as a reminder.

Can the FCC fix all of these challenges?  Maybe not.  But ignoring them won’t make 
them go away, either.
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TelCo
(P/P)

Email  &  WWW

Voice

Aircraft:
Civil Air Patrol

Images, ATV

Tactical FAX
SATCOM:
OSCAR Sats

Digital: CW, VoIP, Packet,
PSK31, HSMM, D-Star, etc.

Volunteer Radio Volunteer Radio 
NETWORKNETWORK

Existing

Under Development

Interface of Varied Interface of Varied 
Technologies Demands Technologies Demands 

National StandardsNational Standards

•Today’s volunteer radio systems have matured and kept pace with new 
technologies in the HF, VHF, and UHF radio bands.  They continue to 
enhance their capabilities as new technologies emerge.  These radio 
systems are not those of your parents or grandparents of the 60s, 70, or 
80s.

•National standards are needed to ensure a seamless meshing of these 
varied technologies.
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DISASTER AREA 
Volunteer Network

Email / Fax 

VHF / UHF Radio
HF Voice & Digital Radio

OUTSIDE DISASTER AREAOUTSIDE DISASTER AREA
National Response Plan PartnersNational Response Plan Partners

State / Region
Net

Region / Area
Gateway

Vol Mbr Station Federal
Agencies

Other Agencies

DHS-FEMA

Disaster Relief Network Disaster Relief Network 
Demands National StandardsDemands National Standards

Individual with
Hand Held

Radio

Vehicle
Repeater

Digital

Communications

• Volunteer radio communicators provide radio links both within and 
outside the disaster areas.  Radio message traffic outside the disaster 
area can be injected into normal communications pipelines, such as 
email and fax.  

•National standards would provide a single protocol for the technical 
handshake required for these systems to talk with each other.
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This is just one example of how we could coordinate nets among the EmComm 
services, from my 2003 ECAP plan.
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Value Added ServiceValue Added Service
How can you provide this?How can you provide this?
–– Assist your local EM to obtain a Assist your local EM to obtain a ““common operating common operating 

picturepicture”” to give the local to give the local govgov’’tt ““situational awarenesssituational awareness””
needed to make quick decisions for resource needed to make quick decisions for resource 
allocations.allocations.

–– The local The local govgov’’tt can provide you their information needs can provide you their information needs 
in terms of what the MARS program calls EEI in terms of what the MARS program calls EEI –– essential essential 
elements of information.elements of information.

–– One way is to strategically locate eyes and ears at One way is to strategically locate eyes and ears at 
locations that are pivotal to decisionlocations that are pivotal to decision--making.making.

–– Remember:  Gather (not collect) disaster intelligenceRemember:  Gather (not collect) disaster intelligence
–– Take an Emergency Communications Course, such as Take an Emergency Communications Course, such as 

the ARRL ARECC Level I or the upcoming Advanced the ARRL ARECC Level I or the upcoming Advanced 
EmComm course.EmComm course.

Do you have anyone in your club who can troubleshoot Do you have anyone in your club who can troubleshoot 
computer networks, radio systems, or antenna systems?computer networks, radio systems, or antenna systems?

You can relieve other agencies, such as law enforcement, fire, and rescue, of some 
duties that you may be qualified or trained to do for them.

Be careful about using the term “disaster intelligence” that has been floating around.  
If you use this term, remember that you can only “gather” intelligence, you cannot 
collect intelligence.  Per presidential Executive Order 12333, and other rules of the 
executive branch, only certain members of the US government’s Intelligence 
Community are allowed to “collect” intelligence. It’s splitting hairs, but it has legal 
issues associated with it.  As an example, the CIA can collect intelligence, but the 
DHS Office of Intelligence & Analysis can only gather and analyze intelligence.

While we are waiting for “the big one,” perhaps we could look at offering our local 
emergency managers some additional skill sets available from our EmComm team 
and local ham club.  These skill sets could include those related skills that are useful 
in an emergency, such as the ability to troubleshoot their computer networks, radio 
systems, or antenna systems.  You might be surprised to discover the professional 
talent and sophisticated test equipment that is resident in your ham club.  There 
aren’t many emergency managers who would turn down free professional 
assistance.
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Are We Prepared to Respond Are We Prepared to Respond 
to to SignificantSignificant Events?Events?

Question:  Will the volunteer EmComm 
operators of tomorrow be prepared 
enough to provide the connectivity and 
level of service sufficient to be of value to 
local governments, VOADs, and citizens 
during significant events?

VOAD =  Volunteer Organization Active in Disasters

((add logos for ARES, RACES, SATERN, Skywarn, Red Cross, etc.))

So the challenge we face is not a question of whether or not Amateur Radio Operators are still needed, but rather
if Amateur Radio Operators will be prepared enough to provide the connectivity and level of service sufficient
to be of value to local governments, VOADs, and citizens during significant events.  This is a topic that needs to 
be routinely and thoroughly discussed among ourselves and with our served agencies.  We need to place the word 
“major” in front of any type of emergency and ask ourselves how prepared we are to respond to any of them:  a 
major earthquake; a major tornado; a major hurricane; a major disaster; a major criminal act; or a major terrorist 
attack.   How often has a major weather or other major event hit your area?  Once every 5 years, 12 years?

Small emergencies help prepare us for larger ones.  The ubiquitous and generally resilient nature of modern 
wireless communications networks increasingly affords us fewer opportunities to train because the smaller 
emergencies are repaired relatively quickly – perhaps within hours – and in many cases, circuits are routed around 
the problem area.

Although there is a ubiquitous deployment of wireless communications devices, Amateur Radio Operators are still 
needed to assist with emergency and disaster communications.  Blackberries and cell phones are normally the first 
systems to become unusable in most significant emergencies.  As you know, although CB, FRS, MURS, and 
GMRS radios are easily available, they have an extremely short range and there is very little organization or 
infrastructure to use them as versatile and dependable communications systems.  We must acknowledge, however, 
that the increased cell phone infrastructure, and its generally good resilience, has lessened the need for Amateur 
Radio Operators for small emergencies in modern times.  Some of you will recall when Amateur Radio Operators 
were the only folks who could get a phone line while mobile or away from a landline phone.  Our repeater “auto-
patch” capability was a lifesaver in those days – and it still is in parts of every community without ubiquitous cell 
phone coverage.  We had a car accident ham radio rescue in my own county 2 years ago; in an area without cell 
phone coverage.  One ham relayed information to the 911 Center while another ham relayed an EMT’s life-saving 
instructions to the on-scene ham radio operator via the county 2-meter repeater.
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The Bottom LineThe Bottom Line

““When all else fails,When all else fails,””
ifif there is:there is:

No PreNo Pre--Familiarization,Familiarization,
No PreNo Pre--Planning, andPlanning, and
No Training,No Training,

then Amateur Radio will then Amateur Radio will failfail, too., too.

And citizens and property will be more at risk.And citizens and property will be more at risk.

This is the Bottom Line.

If we are telling our served agencies that we are ready, then we should be.

As a nation, we tend to forget events and become complacent.

For example, we haven’t had another 9/11 for 8 years, so some folks feel it won’t 
happen again.  

We haven’t had another tornado or hurricane recently, so some folks feel they won’t 
get another one either.  

The more time passes without an incident, the more complacent we become.  

As a senior intelligence officer for the past few decades, I can assure you that there 
are many nasty individuals who spend all their time planning and training for our 
demise.  We catch many of them and we monitor most of the rest of them, but it is 
nearly impossible to catch them all.

Don’t worry about what others think – they may not be the self-professed experts 
they think they are.  Every club has at least one.

Do you feel lucky?
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The Way AheadThe Way Ahead
Next StepsNext Steps::

Identify the most urgent EmComm challengesIdentify the most urgent EmComm challenges
Determine if the FCC and other federal agencies can assist in reDetermine if the FCC and other federal agencies can assist in resolving themsolving them

Where We Are NowWhere We Are Now

Internal discussions about where volunteer EmComm operators can Internal discussions about where volunteer EmComm operators can be used be used 
to support emergencies and disastersto support emergencies and disasters

Discussing convening a meeting later this year about volunteer EDiscussing convening a meeting later this year about volunteer EmComm mComm 
operations with other federal agenciesoperations with other federal agencies

The FutureThe Future

After the federal agencies have had a chance to coordinate amongAfter the federal agencies have had a chance to coordinate amongst st 
themselves, I expect national associations and other interested themselves, I expect national associations and other interested parties will be parties will be 
provided an opportunity to provide their input. provided an opportunity to provide their input. 

Okay,

We’ve talked about the new PSHS Bureau, how it is organized and what it does.

We’ve mentioned Current & Evolving Telecommunications Networks & Systems that can lose power, fail, or become 
overloaded.

We’ve shown where we generally fit in as Emergency Responders, not first responders.

We talked about other services we can provide our served agencies.

Our next step is to identify our most pressing volunteer EmComm challenges & what role the FCC and other federal agencies 
may be able to serve to resolve them.

This week we have discussed convening a meeting this year to discuss the concerns of the Amateur Radio emergency 
response community that all parties concerned feel may need federal attention. The work of the National Broadband Plan 
has taken away considerable resources from our bureau this past year, but we will find the time to fit this need into our 
schedules.

So we will convene an initial coordination meeting with other federal areas to discuss where areas volunteer EmComm 
operators can be used to support emergencies and disasters. After the federal agencies have had a chance to coordinate 
amongst themselves, I expect national associations and other interested parties will be provided an opportunity to provide 
their input.

Next step:
identify the most urgent volunteer EmComm challenges 
determine if the FCC and other federal agencies can assist in resolving them.

Where we are now:
Internal discussions about where volunteer EmComm operators can be used to support emergencies and 
disasters.
Discussing having a meeting later this year about volunteer EmComm operators with other federal agencies
Figuring out how amateur radio emcomm assistance can fit into the National Broadband Plan 
After the federal agencies have had a chance to coordinate amongst themselves, national associations and 
other interested parties would be provided an opportunity to provide their input.
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We Have to Be Ready!We Have to Be Ready!

It isn’t enough to be prepared.

Are Are YouYou Ready?Ready?

We have walked the walk and talked some of the talk.  

Let’s move forward with some more talk followed by action so that 
we can compose the song that we need to sing.

We’re playing a new ballgame in a new era.

We have the support of many agencies and groups.

The road ahead is not yet clear, but we are coming out of the fog.

Let’s move forward together in a shared vision.

Working as a team, we can combine our skills and resources to 
handle the job before us to take care of our families, our 
neighbors, and our great nation.

It isn’t enough to be prepared.   

We have to be ready!
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Go KitGo Kit

Everyone knows that assembling a Go Kit for an emergency communications deployment is not 
cheap.  Extra batteries, food, connectors, cables, antennas, a mobile rig, a packet TNC, and the list 
goes on.  Our hobby is not cheap and deploying with a full radio station takes time, effort, money, and 
dedication.

Unemployment has doubled in many areas of the country.  You could have put any extra money you 
had in the bank, under a mattress, or to pay down bills.  Instead, you put your own needs aside and 
spent the money to prepare to help your neighbors for the next emergency and disaster.

You work hard to serve your community and you ask for nothing in return.  You rarely receive any 
recognition.  

When the lights go out, the cell phones die, and the Internet connection is gone, you fire up your rigs 
and rush in to help your local governments link up with their State operations centers.  Then you help 
your neighbors let their loved ones know they need help or that they are OK.

The FCC heartily applauds all the patriotic ham radio operators who, in spite of our poor economy 
and their personal circumstances, have reached deep into their pockets to buy the items needed to 
stock their Go Kits to be ready at a moment's notice. 

You are the silent EmComm patriots of America.

The FCC salutes you!
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Thank You!Thank You!

• Thank you for listening!

• Without you, I would be 
talking to myself

• Thank you for listening!

• Without you, I would be 
talking to myself
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EmCommEmComm
Amateur RadioAmateur Radio’’s Highest Callings Highest Calling

Questions?

Please drop by to pickup a giveaway.

Prepared:  “properly organized or equipped“

Ready:  “completely prepared or in fit condition for immediate action or use”
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Backup Slides Follow



Systems ChecksSystems Checks
Here are some of the Systems Status that we check for during an Here are some of the Systems Status that we check for during an emergency or disaster:emergency or disaster:

PSAPPSAP
–– Status of transmission links Status of transmission links –– bearer channel and ANI/ALI.bearer channel and ANI/ALI.
–– Projected restoration time (if applicable)Projected restoration time (if applicable)

WirelineWireline
–– Status of infrastructure to remote electronics level.Status of infrastructure to remote electronics level.
–– Customers affectedCustomers affected
–– HicapHicap facilities affected, including number of TSP circuits carried.facilities affected, including number of TSP circuits carried.
–– Blocked callsBlocked calls

WirelessWireless
–– Status of infrastructure to county level.Status of infrastructure to county level.
–– Coverage maps.Coverage maps.

BroadcastBroadcast
–– Status of broadcasting facilities.Status of broadcasting facilities.

CATVCATV
–– Status of system at headStatus of system at head--end level, including powering.end level, including powering.
–– Customers affectedCustomers affected

SatelliteSatellite
–– Status of earth stationsStatus of earth stations
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